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ND Atmospheric Resource Board -- Sarah Mahloch photo

Sarah Mahloch captures a photo of lighting during a cloud seeding mission in a Piper Seneca II.

On the cover: The cover photo of a cloud seeding air craft flying through volatile weather conditions was provided by the North Dakota 
Atmospheric Resource Board.
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Farmers divided over cloud seeding
By Jacob Orledge

Thunderstorms on the prairie can be a 
farmer’s best friend and worst enemy. 

The water delivered by the monstrous 
storm cells holds the key to a crop’s survival 
or ruin. Rain falls from the sky and the crop 
lives to grow another day. Hail cascading from 
the heavens, on the other hand, can be the 
bane of many acres. 

Farmers have stood powerless against 
these twists of fate and Mother Nature for mil-
lennia -- until relatively recently. 

Half a century ago a group of pilots and 
meteorologists began trying to harness the 
power of these storms, limiting the harm and 
coaxing forth the benefits, through a process 
known as “cloud seeding” in Northwest North 
Dakota. 

Those efforts continue today in a handful 
of counties -- Williams, Mountrail, McKenzie, 
Bowman and part of Slope.

“The primary purpose for the program is to 
help with agricultural production,” said Darin 
Langerud, director of the North Dakota At-
mospheric Resource Board. “The goals of the 
program are to enhance rainfall from thun-
derstorms and also to decrease the size and 
the damage that occurs from hail falling from 
those storms.”

The cloud seeding program is believed to 
provide more than $20 million annually in 
economic benefits within the participating 
counties according to one 2019 estimate by 
North Dakota State University.

Not everyone is on board with the program. 
Ward County, host to the longest running 
cloud seeding program in the state, withdrew 
in 2020 after a landslide victory by opponents 
to the program. 

“People have really started to pay atten-
tion,” said Roger Nesham, a Berthold farmer, 
a leader of North Dakotans Against Weather 
Modification and one of the main drivers be-
hind the Ward County ballot measure. “It’s too 
good to be true.”

The anger towards the program, fueled by 
distrust of the science, disputed results and 
reverence for Mother Nature, has spread to 
Williams County. 

“I don’t care for it,” said Troy Kupper, a 
farmer and city commission president in Ray. 
“I would rather not mess with Mother Nature 
and take what she gives us.”

Science, process
North Dakota’s cloud seeding program runs 

from June 1 to Aug. 31 every year, timed to 
coincide with the growing season to maximize 
the impact of extra rain and less hail. 

The program keeps meteorologists and 
pilots on alert 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. When one of the meteorologists based 
at radar centers in Stanley and Bowman iden-
tifies a cloud ripe for seeding, the pilots take 
off and are directed to the right clouds. 

“What seeding is out to do is to make rain-
fall formation process in these thunderstorms 
in North Dakota a little bit more efficient than 

they would be naturally,” said Langerud. 
The planes, owned and flown by Weather 

Modification International, carry glaciogenic 
agents, or ice forming substances, into the air 
and release them into the clouds to jumpstart 
the rain formation process. 

The convective clouds targeted by the pro-
gram are formed by large updrafts of rising 
warm air. The moisture rises on these up-
drafts until it reaches a temperature at which 
it freezes, forming frozen water droplets, 
before descending and melting into rain. 

“What we’re attempting to do is to start 
the ice formation process in clouds a little bit 
sooner than it would naturally,” said Langer-
ud. “In the summertime, a lot of our rainfall, 
even if it’s 95 degrees outside, starts as an ice 
crystal higher up in the atmosphere.”
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ND Atmospheric Resource Board -- Keisuke Yoshimura photo

A Piper Cheyenne aircraft, equipped with burn-in-place flares for dispersing silver iodide, prepares to take 
off. Photographer Keisuke Yoshimura is a former intern pilot.
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Brad Nygaard -- The Journal

Joseph Mosser’s goal is to run a system that mimics 
how nature behaves.

One of the glaciogenic agents used to jump-
start the process in North Dakota is silver 
iodide. The planes release the silver iodide 
into the updrafts as the air rises. 

“There are trillions of microscopic particles 
of silver iodide that go into the updraft of the 
cloud and up into the cloud, on the air cur-
rents,” said Langerud. “When those particles 
get into an area of the cloud where the water 
vapor and the water in the cloud is favorable, 
they actually can hydrate themselves.”

The ice crystals formed using silver iodide 
form at a lower temperature than normal and 
therefore don’t have to rise as high in the 
atmosphere before beginning their descent, 
making the storm system’s rainfall more ef-
ficient.

“So silver iodide has an advantage in help-
ing those water droplets convert to ice in 
warmer temperatures than what would be 
typically naturally available in the cloud,” 
said Langerud. 

Dry ice uses a different process, and is re-
leased above the cloud instead of below, but 
achieves similar results. 

“When the dry ice pellets are dropped into 
the cloud, they’re sublimating. They’re going 
from a solid to a gas state,” said Langerud. “It 
creates a whole bunch of condensation drop-
lets and then those droplets freeze instanta-
neously.”

The process enhances rainfall by ensuring 
the moisture doesn’t have to travel as high in 
the atmosphere to begin the freezing process 
but it also suppresses hail, reducing the size 
and amount, by increasing “competition” for 

the nuclei the crystals form around. The more 
nuclei available in the ice formation process, 
the smaller each individual piece of hail will 
be that makes it to the ground. 

Decades of scientific studies and data sug-
gest, though do not prove, cloud seeding can 

increase rainfall between 5 and 10 percent 
and decrease hail by around 45 percent. 

The process wouldn’t be possible without 
the pilots of the six aircraft assigned to the 
program. It’s a dangerous job, flying so close 
to thunderstorms even if they never fly into 

ND Atmospheric Resource Board -- Keisuke Yoshimura photo
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the heart of a storm cell, but Weather Modi-
fication International has a sterling safety 
record in the 20 years Jody Fischer has been 
with the company. 

“We’re only flying around the edges of the 
storms,” said the director of flight operations. 

“That’s where they can have the greatest 
impact.”

The pilots receive extensive training to en-
sure they can safely handle any situation and 
are taught to always have an escape route, 
what they call a “bailout heading,” in case 
conditions worsen. 

“A lot of people think we’re just cowboys 
going up, flying around thunderstorms and we 
can do whatever we want. And that’s defi-
nitely not the case,” said Fischer. “We take our 
training and our safety very seriously because 
we want everybody to be able to come home 
at the end of the day.”

Every 15 minutes the pilot has to check the 
escape route and ensure it’s still open. 

“Because the storms change and they’re big 
and nasty and Mother Nature, you know, can 
be pretty strong,” said Fischer. “We don’t want 
to be in the wrong spot at the wrong time.”

Opposition
It was a clear July evening in Ray and all 

was quiet on the western front.
All was quiet, that is, unless you were sit-

ting in the Ray Auditorium. Voices were raised 
in anger, tension filled the air and at one point 
a man jumped up from his chair and shouted 
down the chairman of Williams County’s 
weather modification authority. 

“Good god,” shouted Dan Garras. “Use your 
brain.”

The Ray Auditorium was host to a North 
Dakotans Against Weather Modification town 
hall, the group’s first venture into the region, 
and the event gave a glimpse into the anger 
and despair local agricultural producers feel 

with the drought pressing down on the region. 
More than three dozen people attended the 

meeting and the crowd was heavily weighted 
against the continuation of the cloud seeding 
program in the county. Weather modification 
efforts were blamed, inaccurately, for alleg-
edly causing the drought, stealing rain from 
one area to give to another, wasting taxpayer 
money, padding local airport takeoff stats in 
order to get federal grants and simply not be-
ing as effective as government officials claim. 

“Leave Mother Nature alone,” said Garras. 
Nesham led the town hall, briefing the small 

crowd on his history researching the cloud 
seeding programs and his efforts to end it in 
his native Ward County. 

He explained, both during the town hall and 
in a later interview, his biggest issue with the 
program is a lack of proof it is effective. 

“They’ve been doing this for 50 years,” said 
Nesham. “Please show me exactly the rainfall 
that you created.”

Nesham, who noted he was invited to speak 
in Ray and is not actively mounting any sort 
of campaign against the program in Williams 
County, anecdotally reported he has not 
received any rain on his Berthold farm this 
summer from storms coming from the west. 

He attributed that, without substantive evi-
dence beyond his empirical observations, to 
the cloud seeding program downwind of him 
in Williams and Mountrail counties. 

“Their science is no more precise than 
my observations at the end of the day,” said 
Nesham. 

He doesn’t believe cloud seeding actu- 4
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A wing tip generator runs on a Piper Seneca II as 
the aircraft skirts the edge of a storm, left. Above, 
dry Ice pellets can be dropped into clouds to accel-
erate the ice forming process required for rainfall. A 
quarter, above, is shown for scale.
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ally increases rainfall 5 to 10 percent and 
alleged it actually decreases rainfall by the 
same amount in order to suppress hail, point-
ing to the lack of hard data on how much rain 
is created on a storm-by-storm basis. 

Kupper, who initially invited Nesham to 
host the event, simply doesn’t think people 
should be interfering with natural systems as 
complex as weather and climate. 

“It’d be nice to not have to worry if cloud 
seeding played a part in either getting more 
small hail or less rain or more rain,” said 
Kupper. “Just think it’s better not to mess up 
something that we have no real knowledge of, 
to act like we know better than Mother Na-
ture’s kind of pompous.”

Through conversations with people in the 
area Kupper thinks most people would agree 
with him, though it was clear at the town hall 
it wouldn’t be a universal agreement. 

Jeff Knox, a fellow farmer near Ray and the 
chairman of the county’s weather modifica-
tion authority, has been involved with cloud 
seeding for decades and believes, without 
reservation, the program has benefitted Ag 
producers in the area. 

“It’s been advantageous to us as farmers I 
feel around here over the years,” said Knox. 
“For the money, it’s worth it.”

The board chaired by Knox isn’t involved 
with the day-to-day operations like Langerud 
and Fischer but does oversee the program, 
review its results and suggests an annual bud-
get to county commissioners. 

The most recent budget was $139,000 for 
one year of cloud seeding. The funding covers 

the flights, chemicals and all other costs as-
sociated with the program in the county. 

“It’s been beneficial as far as I’m con-
cerned,” said Knox. “We haven’t had as much 
hail as we have had in the past 10 years.”

Williams County future
The two county commissioners who at-

tended the town hall, Shawn Kemp and Barry 
Ramberg, weren’t convinced by Nesham’s 
criticisms of the program. 

More importantly for any discussion of 

withdrawing Williams County from the pro-
gram, the two commissioners said the county 
legal department said the county commission-
ers don’t have the power to put the question 
on the next general election ballot since the 
program’s five-year term was renewed with-
out much fanfare in 2020. 

The legal opinion is backed up by North 
Dakota Century Code. 

Once a weather modification authority is 
established in a county, as occurred in Wil-
liams County more than 20 years ago, the 
program is guaranteed for 10 years according 
to state law. 

When the 10-year term of the authority is 
about to expire county commissioners can 
either put it on the next ballot, allowing vot-
ers to renew it for another 10 years, or com-
missioners can approve a resolution renewing 
the authority for five years at a time. At the 
expiration of each five-year period the com-
missioners have the opportunity to place the 
matter on the next ballot, renew it by resolu-
tion themselves or let the program end. 

Without action by county commissioners at 
the end of a five-year period, voters have two 
options. 

Voters can file a petition with the county 
auditor containing the signatures of no less 
than 51 percent of the qualified electors in the 
county, determined by the total votes cast in 
the most recent gubernatorial election, to end 
the weather modification program immedi-
ately. 

Alternatively a petition can be filed with no 
less than 20 percent of the qualified voters in 

Jacob Orledge -- Tioga Tribune

Roger Nesham, Berthold, speaks to a crowd of a 
couple dozen people at a recent informational 
meeting at the Ray Auditorium.

Need help marketing your land give us a call
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the county in order to place the matter on the 
next election ballot. 

“The voters of the county have not voted 
on this in over 20 years,” said Kupper. “Com-

missions change and the populous sentiment 
changes.”

“Put it on the ballot and see what happens.”

Myth Busting
Myths about weather modification are 

something Langerud is accustomed to. 
Three of the most frequent inaccurate 

Jacob Orledge -- Tioga Tribune

Nearly three dozen people listen to Nesham’s presentation at the Ray Auditorium, including two Williams County commissioners.
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claims he hears about cloud seeding are that 
it causes droughts, that it steals rain from 
one area and gives it to another, and that the 
process is environmentally harmful. 

None of those claims is true, he said. 
“Drought occurs because of much larger, 

more wide scale conditions versus the small, 
localized attempts that cloud seeding puts 
into place,” said Langerud. “Cloud seeding 
does not have an impact on exacerbating 
drought.”

Cloud seeding causing a drought would be 
like filling a cup of water from Lake Sakakawea 
and expecting the lake to be empty. 

“Droughts basically are a long-term problem 
where you’ve got a lack of atmospheric condi-
tions that are conducive to producing rainfall 
or snow,” said Langerud. “A cloud seeding 
program isn’t going to have any effect on 
that.”

Droughts often cause local governments to 
look into starting a cloud seeding program as 
a potential solution, said Langerud, although 
it will quickly become apparent that isn’t 
feasible either for the same reason North 
Dakota’s program is rendered less effective by 
this summer’s drought conditions.

“You need to have clouds in order to have 
something to work with,” said Langerud. “You 
can’t make it rain out of a out of a clear blue 
sky.”

“Stealing rain,” by contrast, is actually a 
reasonable allegation for a lay person unfamil-
iar with meteorology. After all if cloud seeding 

encourages a cloud to produce rain sooner 
than it otherwise would have, it’s rational to 
assume that prevents the same cloud from 
producing the same rain later in its journey. 

That isn’t the case, however, because 
clouds are always ingesting new moisture to 
replace precipitation. 

“There isn’t a finite amount of water in 
those clouds,” said Langerud. “They don’t 
come prepackaged in a box. So those clouds 
are constantly ingesting moisture from near 
the surface. Those air currents are going up 
into the cloud and they’re cooling and the 
water droplets are forming.”

Scientific research on the effects of cloud 
seeding has definitively proven the opposite 
to be true: There is a corresponding increase 
in precipitation, not a decrease, downwind 
from a cloud seeding operation. 

“The reason is fairly simple,” said Langerud. 
“If the cloud seeding process is producing 
more efficient rainfall in the cloud in the tar-
get as it moves down past the county bound-
ary or whatever that boundary might be, that 
process still lingers for a bit downwind.”

The silver iodide and dry ice used in North 
Dakota’s cloud seeding, likewise, has been 
shown not to have any negative effects on the 
environment, Langerud said. 

“All of it has proven that silver iodide in the 
form that it’s used and in the amounts that it’s 
used is having no negative environmental ef-
fects to people, animals, plants or anything,” 
said Langerud. “That’s something else that I 
know can be a concern for people and that 
people can be confident that the materials 
we’re using for cloud seeding is safe,” for the 
environment. ■

ND Atmospheric Resource Board -- Keisuke Yoshimura photo

A cloud-seeding aircraft lands at the old Bowman 
airport.
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Intercropping can be a key to soil health
By Brad Nygaard

A lot has changed in the hun-
dred or so years since settlers 
broke the prairie and started rais-
ing crops and livestock -- not all of 
it good.

Sure, farming techniques and 
crop yields have changed drasti-
cally, too, as has livestock pro-
duction, but what about the land?

“The land’s worn out,” Divide 
County farmer Phil Johnson said 
recently. “There needs to be a 
way to regenerate or improve the 
land. When prices are good, we 
get by, when prices are poor, it’s 
hard to make a living.”

Johnson, who farms with his 
dad, Harlan, made that state-
ment while attending a recent Soil 
Health and Intercropping Tour.

This year’s tour, sponsored by 
Soil Conservation Districts in Di-
vide and Williams counties, Crop 
Improvement Associations and 
NDSU Extension offices, focused 
on how producers might be able 
to achieve soil improvement, us-
ing techniques like cover crops, 
intercropping, even cattle to im-
prove the health of their soil. 4

Brad Nygaard -- The Journal

Keith Brown, Williams County Soil Conservation District, and Betty Brown, Divide County Soil Conservation District, ad-
dress ag producers addressing a recent soil tour that included stops in Williams, Divide and Burke county areas.
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Even in especially in dry years like we’re 
experiencing now.

For tour leader Keith Brown, the Soil Health 
and Cropping Specialist with Williams Coun-
ty’s Soil Conservation District, the buzz-words 
were carbon and organic matter.

“Organic matter is 60 percent carbon,” 
Brown said.  “And organic matter helps hold 
moisture in the soil, it helps cycle nutrients 
in the soil, that’s what we’re trying to do is 
rebuild the organic matter in these soils.”

Over the years, Brown said, organic mat-
ter has been lost, partly because the many 
species of native grasses all growing together 
have been replaced by monocultures, or 
single crops being grown on a piece of land.

“These prairie soils out here were probably 
5-6 percent organic matter when this area was 
first settled,” said Brown. “Since we’ve started 
farming it most of this ground has lots at 
least half of its organic matter, and some of it 
even more. There are soils that are down to 1 
maybe 1.5 percent organic matter that started 
at 5 percent.”

To make up for what’s been lost in natural 
organic matter, Brown said farmers and cattle 
producers have had to increase use of fertil-
izers and herbicides, driving their costs up 
in an effort to make crops grow and remove 
undesireable plants from pastures.

To combat those rising costs, more and 
more farmers and cattle producers are look-
ing at alternatives like cover crops, cover 
crop grazing and intercropping.

Brown shared an anecdote about what he 
saw in 2006 in Burleigh County -- a particu-
larly dry year for that locale.

“They only had a couple inches of rain go-
ing into July, but that year they happened to 
have a forage trial at the Burleigh County Soil 

Conservation District. They had six different 
cover crop species planted by themselves and 
those six same species planted as part of a 
‘cocktail mix.’”

What they found was that the cocktail mix 

fared better in the dry conditions that those 
same crops planted alone.

“Where they had put the mix in place the 
plants actually cooperated and they had just 
about twice as much biomass production 4

Brad Nygaard -- The Journal

Harlan Johnson stands in a field where Greg Busch has intercropped with mustard and maple peas, listening to Greg talk about how the practice lessens the need 
for chemicals, even in mono cultures planted following the intercrop. 

Brad Nygaard -- The Journal

Phil Johnson talks about fine-tuning the ratio between flax and lentils to get better yields and to encourage 
increased cooperation between the plants.
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as they did with any of the individual specifies 
planted by themselves,” said Brown.

It makes sense.
“I think what that comes from is you have 

plants with different rooting structures, plants 
wih different peak needs for moisture at dif-
ferent times, so they’re not all competing with 
one another in trying to draw upon the ame 
resources at the same time from the soil,” said 
Brown.

The practice revives the soil by increasing 
organic matter, whether that be from things 
like plant root structures, earthworms, or 
cattle byproducts.

When it comes to cover crops, Brown 
believes more is better, which means plant-
ing a mix rather than a single variety. Walking 
through a field of cover crops on the Andrew 
Sylte farm in Williams County, Brown said the 
varieties have long-term effects in terms of 
soil health.

“You know, guys that have been doing this 
for quite some time have reduced their input 
costs,” said Brown. “They aren’t spending as 
much on fertilizer, they aren’t spending as 
much on herbicide, and other pesticides, be-
cause they’ve’ got healthier soil, they’ve got 
healthier plants, so it’s reducing their costs as 
well as to a degree, stabilizing their yield.”

Johnson, who in the last “four or five years” 
started intercropping, thinks mixing com-
panion crops in his rotation is a plus for soil 
health. 

“It’s hard to put a dollar amount to it, but 
yes. I know it’s improving it,” Johnson said. 

“But can I prove it to you right now? I’m get-
ting there.”

This year Johnson and his dad, Harlan, 
have flax intercropped with lentils. It’s a com-
bination Phil said shows promise, because he 

thinks the two together use moisture better 
throughout the soil profile, and there are 
other benefits.

“The flax will give the lentils phosphorus, 
to be healthier lentils, the lentils give the flax 
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nitrogen,” said Johnson. “In theory, you get 
20 percent more bang for the buck because 
they’re working together, than separate. In 
theory anyways.”

Blake Wheeler, who farms and ranches with 

his dad, Tom, believes mixing cover crops and 
cattle are helping their soils, as well as provid-
ing other benefits.

“I think that using livestock with it helps 
move it along faster, instead of just cover crop 
and seeding back into that,” said Blake.

Brown agrees.
“The cows running across here, urinating 

and dropping cow patties all over really helps, 
stimulates microbial activity, the biological 
activity in the soil. Our plan then would be, 
before he seeds this, to come back out here 
and we’ll redo some of these tests. We’ll do an 
infilctration test, we’ll run the microbiomenter 
test again.”

“It takes a while for it to decompose and 
actually see a benefit out of it,” said Wheeler. 

That benefit comes in terms of improved 
grazing.

“The whole grass side of it, it’s trying to 
get rid on the invasive grasses and bring 
back something that’s actually palatable to 
the cows,” Wheeler said.  “Better nutrition as 
opposed to the Kentucky bluegrass or some 
other things. Just trying to fix it up so they’re 
able to eat things through the whole pasture, 
rather than picking and choosing in certain 
places.”

The other benefit is more organic matter in 
the soil. Something Greg Busch of Columbus 
said he’s seen with his intercropping. Standing 
in a field of maple peas and mustard, Busch 
said he’s seeing organic matter percentages 
rise.

“I want to say the organic matter was test-
ing about 3.7,” Busch said. 

“Not outrageous,” Busch continued, but bet-
ter than it was. 

“We try not to do too many cereals in rota-
tion. We’ve probably been pushing our broad 
leafs a little bit too hard, and we’ve actually 
seen our organic matter drop off by doing 
that. Now we’re trying to get back to where 
we’re rotating more cereals,” Busch said.

“It’s a long-term perspective of profitability 
and better land,” Johnson said. “Better land 
means in a wet year you don’t drown out as 
much, because you’ve got better structure. In 
a dry year, you get a crop versus a failure be-
cause you have better structure, you’re more 
efficient with water and nutrients, so it’s more 
even keel in extremes.”

Nicky Berg, from the Zahl area, appreciates 
the work and trials her fellow producers are 
going through.

“It helps because then everyone can start 
doing it,” she said, in an area that has its own 
unique challenges and probably a lot less 
moisture than many areas of the country.

Even within the local area, moisture can 
vary widely.

“Greg Busch, he gets more rain than we do, 
but you can see that interplay, get that fine 
turne -- that right ratio -- to really start making 
it work and adapt in our area,” said Berg.

Like many lines of work, continual learning 
is required.

“We all are learning about farming, com-
pared to how ‘grandma and grandpa did it.’ 
Things change with technology and it’s a nice 
progression,” she said.■

Brad Nygaard -- The Journal

Greg Busch, above and left, finds organic matter 
readily evident in a clump of soil from an inter-
cropped field.
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Brad Nygaard -- The Journal

Blake Wheeler (center facing camera in striped shirt and ball cap) talks to producers on the recent soil health tour, sharing how he has incorporated grazing into 
his intercropping rotation. “Anytime you can get more than one certain thing growing, you’re bringing it back to what everything was like before anybody came 
over here, started homesteading -- you’re mimicking, or almost mimicking, the native pastures, native grasses that used to be around,” said Wheeler.■
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By Cecile Wehrman
and Brad Nygaard

   Imagine receiving a check every year for 
the same farming practices you use to pre-
serve soil health because it also promotes 
carbon capture.

That’s long been a carrot for producers 
seeking to maximize their income but new leg-
islation could help participating in the carbon 
market become more mainstream.

The Growing Climate Solutions Act, co-
sponsored by Sen. John Hoeven (R-ND), 
would set a framework for farmers to access 
the carbon market through verified third 
parties and create a USDA clearinghouse as a 
“one-stop shop” for producers interested in 
trading carbon credits.

“We’re not talking about a government 
program where the government is going to 
write you a check,” said Hoeven, but instead, 
one that provides a framework for more farm-
ers to access a market that could become an 
important revenue stream.

With growing evidence of extreme weather 
and greater scrutiny of climate change, the 
legislation received bipartisan support along 
with buy-in from a diverse array of some 60 
environmental groups and industry leaders.

“This bill would help ensure producers are 
recognized and rewarded for the role they 
play,” in helping to combat climate change, 

and give them “a straightforward way to tap 
revenue streams for implementing climate-
friendly practices,” said Lynn Scarlett of The 
Nature Conservancy. 

“We advocate for incentives, recognition 
and rewards for agriculture operations that 
quantifiably deliver positive environmental 
impacts and foster agriculture’s unique abil-
ity to act as a climate solution,” said Marion 
Gross, chief supply chain officer for McDon-
ald’s, North America.

Passed overwhelmingly in the Senate earlier 
this summer, the act is aimed at breaking 

down barriers for farmers and foresters who 
want to get paid for some of the environmen-
tall responsible practices they already follow.

“The carbon credit deal, what they’re talk-
ing about, there’s companies that are will-
ing to pay to offset their carbon emissions. 
They’re willing to pay farmers if farmers are 
willing to do certain practices to sequester 
carbon, or put carbon back into the soil to get 
it out of the atmosphere,” said Keith Brown, 
Williams County Soil Conservation District.

Many of the practices conducive to captur-
ing carbon just happen to coincide with 

Can carbon credits go mainstream?
Credit: Indiana Environmental Reporter

“Maybe the 
government 
shouldn’t be 
involved in 
this at all.”

-- Doug Goehring
ND Agriculture 
Commissioner

“We’re not
talking 
about a 
government 
program 
where the 
government 
is going to 
write you a 
check.”

-- U.S. Sen. John 
Hoeven (R-ND)
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restoring organic matter that improves soil’s 
resiliency.

Future revenue source
Out in the field during a soil health tour last 

month, Brown, along with area ag producers, 
shared how what’s good for soil health is also 
good for capturing carbon and gave some 
impressions of the carbon market thus far.

Carbon equates to organic matter, which has 
been widely depleted across the Great Plains 
since the advent of farming over the last 100-
plus years. That’s why restoring organic mat-
ter to the soil is already a priority for farmers. 
And with such a huge area of grassland in the 
Great Plains, there’s a tremendous capacity 
for storing carbon.

Getting paid extra for practices that benefit 
a farmers’ yield might seem like a no-brainer, 
but it’s not that simple, said Morgan Jacobs, 
who farms near Noonan.

“The way they’re doing it now is not benefi-
cial to farmers,” said Jacobs. “The process is 
very tedious for farmers to input all the data. 
Then you’re relying on a computer system 
that’s set up across the United States. They 
use that to tell how much carbon you’re se-
questering on your piece of land.”

If that doesn’t sound like an exact science, 
Jacobs would agree. One need only search 
the term “carbon capture” on the Internet to 
see a plethora of companies giving advice or 
offering to broker carbon credits. And they’re 
doing so with little oversight or regulation.

“Quite frankly, a lot of those systems re-
quire information that farmers aren’t willing 

to give to some private company -- all that 
data in their hands,” said Jacobs.

The Growing Climate Solutions Act would 
give both buyers and sellers some assurance 

that when they trade in the carbon market 
they’re buying and selling fairly.

North Dakota Ag Commissioner Doug Goeh-
ring has some reservations, though.

Brad Nygaard -- The Journal

Keith Brown, Williams County Soil Conservation District, above and right, examines soil structure on a plot 
at the Williston Research Extension Center. The farming practices that lead to good soil health go hand-in-
hand with capturing carbon.
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“Maybe the government shouldn’t be in-
volved in this at all,” said Goehring.

“He (Goehring) doesn’t want a big govern-
ment program and I don’t either,” said Ho-
even, but “hopefully, we can actually develop 
another source of revenue for our farmers” 
without the government paying for anything 

more than the time of existing staff to estab-
lish a better framework for trade. According 
to Hoeven’s office, the Congressional Budget 
Office (CBO) score for the legislation is zero, 
so there’s no tangible additional cost.

Early days
Carbon credits had their first heyday about 

15 years ago and some farmers did receive 
checks.

Goehring recalls a payment of maybe $6,700 
for the “average” participating producer. The 
payments were made based on a system with 
little transparency or verification, based on a 
formula the average producer had no way to 
challenge.

While any income of several thousand 
dollars a year might seem like good income 
for most farming operations, the consensus 
became “It’s not worth it.”

Not only because the average participant 
had no idea whether he was receiving a fair 
amount based on his own farming practices, 
but because the payment, in comparison to 
the inputs, was too far out of whack.

“A lot of what happened then was probably 
a lot of, more education,” said Goehring, “and 
not that much money.”

The good news now, Goehring added, 
“They’re talking about a lot more money,” but 

Hoeven is adamant that money won’t be com-
ing from the government and participation 
will be strictly voluntary.

“We don’t want to start tying farm program 
requirements or payments to doing this,” Ho-
even said, but instead set standards to make 
the system more transparent for those who 
operate in it.

After all, “Somebody buying those credits 
has to know they’re going to get a credit so 
they’re willing to pay the price,” Hoeven said, 
and vice versa.

Under the Growing Climate Solutions Act, 
companies wishing to engage in buying and 
selling credits would be certified by the USDA 
so parties on both ends of the deal have some 
confidence in the value of what they’re trad-
ing.

Currently, there’s not a lot of trust between 
ag producers and industries trying to benefit 
from the good things farmers do for the land 
and air.

“The downside is it lets companies off the 
hook, in my mind,” said Nicky Berg, who farms 
near Zahl.

She participated in the carbon market sev-
eral years ago.

When you compare the cost of paying a 
farmer to store carbon with needed 4

“The energy industry is still a target to some degree and you have 
others who want to take advantage of this carbon market, too.”

-- Doug Goehring, ND Agriculture Commissioner
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infrastructure or technology investments, said Berg, carbon cred-
its could allow industry to avoid spending real money on neces-
sary improvements.

Then there’s the issue of which industries pay for the credits.
“To pay someone for storing carbon means that someone else 

has to buy it,” said Goehring, most likely companies in the energy 
sector -- producers of coal, oil and gas.

“The energy industry is still a target to some degree and you 
have others who want to take advantage of this carbon market, 
too,” he said.

Goehring worries people like farmers and operations like North 
Dakota’s ethanol plants -- which are already sequestering carbon 
-- will be negatively impacted if a proposed pipeline is allowed to 
carry carbon from outside of the state into North Dakota to be 
stored underground.

“It’s our geology,” he said, and  should benefit our state, not cre-
ate a situation where carbon markets are playing into somebody 
else’s “agenda.”

On the plus side, said Blake Wheeler, who farms near Ray, “Any-
thing you can do where you’re not trying to manufacture, you’re 
not synthetically doing anything, you’re doing it with nature, it 
usually works way better.”

Wheeler expects creating more organic matter for better soil 
health could go hand in hand with a accepting a proposal to sell 
carbon credits in the future.

“As long as it matched up with what I’m trying to do, I would be 
up for trying it,” he said.

If carbon markets were better managed or fairer to all, Berg 
might think about trading carbon credits again.

“I’d have to think about it,” she said, but she’s not interested 
in making a quick buck. “Most of the neighbors I know, they care 
about the land. They’re farmers through and through and they’re 
here to improve the land. We’ve got to survive on it and raise fami-
lies on it, but they’re not just in it to raise money.”

Hoeven doesn’t expect every North Dakota producer will get 
involved in carbon markets, given the diverse types of crop prac-
tices across the state, but many will.

Should the Growing Climate Solutions Act become law, what it 
will do, he said, is create incentives, rather than mandates.■
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Safety Tips
Look Up! for Overhead Power Lines

Overhead power lines carry thousands of volts of electricity. Acci-
dental contact with one of these wires may result in serious injury 
or death. Almost all of these accidents can be avoided with greater 
awareness of overhead power lines and by using safe electrical prac-
tices during work and play. Always keep your tools, equipment and 
yourself at least 10 feet from overhead power lines. Know the height 
of all equipment before attempting to move them from under power 
lines.

Avoid Planting Trees Near Lines
To avoid power disruptions, blinking lights, maintenance costs and 
service calls, never plant trees near overhead power lines. Mature 
trees can be no less than 10 feet from the path under and near power 
lines. Also keep shrubs and structures at least 10 feet from poles and 
other power line equipment that’s located on the ground.

Call 811 Before You Dig
Many homes and businesses have a combination of underground 
utilities located in their yards, such as electricity, water, telephone 
and cable TV. The location of the utilities are very important when 
performing landscaping or digging in your yard. If you need to locate 
utility lines, all you need to make is one call to North Dakota One Call 
at 811.

Electrical Emergencies 
Accidents involving electrical lines or wires require special precau-
tions to prevent further injury. Until the power source has been 
turned off or removed, always consider an electrical wire or downed 
power line energized and maintain a safe distance from it. Do not 
touch anyone in contact with a downed power line. Call for medical 
assistance and contact your area electric cooperative immediately to 
take care of the electrical line.

Headquarters: Hwy 2 North of Williston, ND
Williston 577-3765 - Stanley 628-2242 - New Town 627-3550

Headquarters: Hwy. 5 West of Columbus, ND
1-800-472-2983
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